
Fuel Inventory Management System

Tecnhnology with a human touch.

Inform.NET

Log in from
anywhere.

From any device.

Inform.NET is a fuel inventory management software solution that any size 
network of automatic tank gauges can utilize for real-time fuel and 
compliance management. It allows you to access critical tank gauge 
information from almost anywhere — laptops, smartphones, computers 
— wherever you can find an Internet connection.

Psince it’s a corporative platform, Inform.NET also allows unlimited polling 
and multiuser access, wherever they are. And you can tailor access to your 
network depending on the individual’s role in the organization. It is the best 
and most complete tool to gather and report information on critical data 

including tanks, lines, deliveries, inventories, inventory reconciliations 
(BIR) and sensors.

Inform.NET gathers these data in order to obtain access at any moment and 
uses an advanced report mechanism to create and automate nearly 
unlimited customized reports. The fuel station data are storage on a secure 
database and can be exported in a text format, Excel, and CSV for use on 
demand. It’s possible to send out reports at every interval to the key-users, 
assuring that the business becomes more efficient and lucrative.vo.
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Main Features

Sistemas Veeder-Root Compatíveis

Installation Requirements

Main Benefits

Fuel Inventory Management System
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Guarantees that the Measuring System critical data are never lost, once it allows a 
remote restore..

Allows remote programming and configuring the Measuring System from any 
browser on any device.

Creates parameters models in a meter, a groups of meters or all Measuring Systems 
on the fuel station network, simultaneously. 

Everything, starting with the configuration and the data collecting until the fuel 
station diagnosis, is a click away

Easy to use, requires little training.

Instant inventory consult, which assures greater efficiency on the stock and logistics 
management.

Provides precise and centralized data management of the Measuring System.

Visibility of a single current inventory source and historical data, which help 
optimizing the fuel management. 

Immediate notification of alarms and reports by email, which counts for good risk 
management practices. 
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Remote Connection:  instant connection, via Internet, to the Measuring System 
data.

No device limit: Measuring Systems management from any device connected to 
the Internet, such as cell phones, computers, laptops or tablets.

Unlimited Consults: continuum access to the inventory and Measuring System 
alarm data at anytime, anywhere.

Total Control: executes all the configurations and measuring commands remotely.

Multiusers: unlimited users access.

Security: the information visibility is defined by the user profile and also by the 
establishment he has access to. 

Alteration Detaction: Alarms and reports notifications directly from the Measuring 
System in real time via email.

Fast: the multiple core architecture rescues, in a matter of seconds and 
simultaneously, all the inventory, alarms and sensors data, with no console 
quantity limitation – 500 locals in less than 30 seconds. 

Interactive Chat:  the users can chat from their Veeder-Root Systems, through the 
serial protocol command.

Intuitive Interface: Friendly interface, easy to use.

Flexible Restauration: it’s possible to redefine the Inform.NET original 
configuration in only one click. 

Inform.NET is able to communicate and run any Automatic Tank Guage System that supports Veeder-Root’s Serial Protocol Interface, including TLS-450, TLS-350R, TLS-350, TLS-
300, TLS-2P, TLS-2 and ProPlus.

In order for Inform.NET’s perfect operation, it’s necessary that the server posessses a mininum configuration. Check the requirements upon software acquisition.

The success of your business must be supported by solutions and 
technology at your fingertips. You need a partner. Someone who 
listens to you. Someone who can meet your needs, your customers' 
needs, and your financial needs. We have all the products and 
services you are looking for. Count on us to help you and provide 
any further information.

Gilbarco Veeder-Root reserves the right to change one or more specifications of its fuel pumps with no prior notice whenever improvements are made. 
Be sure to check the current product  specification at the time of purchase. 
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